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ABSTRACT
Abstract Context: Times New Roman 10-Point)
Present work studies the aerodynamic properties of high curvature wing
for UAV using wind tunnel test and CFD simulation. The high curvature
S1210 wing is adopted for experiment and simulation. The lift condition with
different AoA, the ground effect and wind speed effect are key topics to be
examined and discussed in detail. The real flight test also be carried out in
this work to verify the experiment and simulation results. Experimental
results indicate that the high curvature wing not only has high AoA flight
performance but also possesses ground effect when flies near ground. The
ground effect is dependent on wing span and happens at distance lower than
1/4 span from the ground. Moreover, the flow over the wing surface does not
separate till 18o AoA. It illustrates that the high curvature S1210 wing is a
good choice for task UAV. Especially the UAV needs to takeoff in short
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distance and fly at bad weather or strong head wind.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In past decade, there were more and more contraries committed to develop and research on unmanned aerial system
(UAS) and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Most obvious features of UAV are low-cost, high-flexibility, high-automation
and high-resolution for detection. Based on previous causes, UAV gradually replaced manned aircraft to execute common
mission including disaster relief, airborne support. As for special missions are landscape photography and military
reconnaissance. Special UAV likes USA RQ-4 Global Hawk. Its endurance and flight range are over 24 hours and larger
than 25,000 km. It can perform long-term military reconnaissance mission in the battle. In order to simulate flight trajectory
of cruise missile and improve training efficiency, the Flamingo II UAV in Taiwan was developed to be a military drone
aircraft. Until today, more and more different types UAV were used for different military or civilian purposes.

II. SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
S1210 is a typical high-performance wing because of its high curvature. Based on the theorem of aerodynamic [3],
wing with high curvature has ground effect when near ground and flow on wing surface is not easy to separate at high
angle of attack. Especially at relative low-speed flight,
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Figure 2 Low-speed suction type wind tunnel in Hsin-Chu campus of CUST
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State Filter

Position (km)

Velocity (km/s)

EKF 1

7.98

0.11

EKFIF 1

0.02

0.03

RF

0.02

0.03

RLSEIF

0.02

0.03

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section will well discuss the experimental results. Firstly, the fundamental concept of the ground effect will be
examined from some important references to identify the key control factor. Then the wind tunnel experiment and CFD
simulation are executed to investigate the ground effect, high AoA performance and wind speed effect in the second step.
In the final stage, the real flight test will be implemented to further confirm the ground effect. An airborne digital GPS is
used to know the altitude variation during takeoff process.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Present work studies the aerodynamic properties of high curvature wing for UAV using wind tunnel test and CFD
simulation in detail. The high curvature S1210 wing was adopted for experiment and simulation. The lift condition with
different AoA, the ground effect and wind speed effect are key topics to be examined and discussed in detail. The real
flight test also be carried out in this work.
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